B1  Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability (-)> Health Care’s No-show Appointments (-)> Medical Center’s Income (+)> Quantity of Care (+)> Travel Demand (+)> Number of MicroTransit Rides (-)> Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability

B2  Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability (-)> Health Care’s No-show Appointments (-)> Health Care Staff Requirement (+)> Job Opportunities or Work Shifts (+)> Travel Demand (+)> Number of MicroTransit Rides (-)> Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability

B3  Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability (+)> Job Opportunities or Work Shifts (+)> Travel Demand (+)> Number of MicroTransit Rides (-)> Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability

B4  Health Care Staff Requirement (+)> Quality of Care (+)> Population Health (-)> Health Care Staff Requirement

R1  Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability (+)> Job Opportunities or Work Shifts (+)> Income (+)> Donations to MicroTransit Program (+)> Funding to the Program (+)> Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability

R2  Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability (-)> Health Care’s No-show Appointments (-)> Health Care Staff Requirement (+)> Job Opportunities or Work Shifts (+)> Income (+)> Donations to MicroTransit Program (+)> Funding to the Program (+)> Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability

R3  Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability (+)> Sense of Security (-)> Stress (-)> Population Health (-)> Medical Costs (-)> Funding to the Program (+)> Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability

R4  Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability (-)> Commute Time (-)> Leisure Time (-)> Stress (-)> Population Health (-)> Health Care Staff Requirement (+)> Job Opportunities or Work Shifts (+)> Travel Demand (+)> Number of MicroTransit Rides (-)> Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability

R5  Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability (-)> Health Care’s No-show Appointments (-)> Preventative Care (+)> Population Health (-)> Medical Cost (-)> Funding to the Program (+)> Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability

R6  Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability (-)> Commute Time (-)> Leisure Time (-)> Stress (-)> Population Health (-)> Medical Costs (-)> Funding to the Program (+)> Community-based MicroTransit Programs Availability